Is Digital Tomosynthesis on Par With Computed Tomography for the Detection and Measurement of Pulmonary Nodules?
Chest digital tomosynthesis (DT) has potential advantages compared to computed tomography (CT) such as radiation dose reduction. However, the role of DT in pulmonary nodule management remains investigative. We compared DT against CT for pulmonary nodule detection and size measurement. A clinical population comprising 54 nodules from 30 patients and a screening population comprising 42 nodules from 52 patients were included. Scans were independently read by two radiologists. Agreement in nodule measurements between readers and between modalities was assessed by Bland-Altman analysis using a 95% level of significance. The DT true positive fraction for the two readers was 0.44 and 0.39 in the clinical population, and 0.10 and 0.05 in the screening population. No significant inter-modality bias was observed between DT and CT measurements of nodule size, but the range of variation between modalities was approximately 30%. Inter-reader DT measurements also showed no significant bias, with a range of variation of approximately 15%. We conclude that DT has poor nodule detection sensitivity compared to CT. However, DT showed good measurement reproducibility and may be useful for monitoring growth of existing pulmonary nodules.